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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY )
) Docket No. 50-289 (Restart)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

UNION OF CONCERNED SCIENTISTS EXCEPTIONS
TO PARTIAL INITIAL DECISION

(REOPENED PROCEEDING), JULY 27, 1982

While the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) did not

directly participate in the Reopened Proceeding, many of the

findings and conclusions of the Board in the July 27, 1982,

PID relate directly to findings made in the PID of December 14,

1981, on design and operational safety question. This is

conceded by the Board at PID 12408.

On May 18, 1982, UCS filed comments on the Report of the

Special Master, arguing that the Master's findings required

reconsideration and withdrawal of the Board's restart

authorization. A copy is attached. The Board rejected

UCS's arguments at PID 112408-2410.

UCS takes exception to the Partial Initial Decision

(Reopened Proceeding) of July 27, 1982, in the following

respects, raising issues related to the design and operational

safety questions pursued by UCS throughout this proceeding.
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* 1. The Board erred in finding that there are no safety*

consequences resulting from the cheating episodes. PID 12045.

2. The Board erred in finding that the evidence has not

brought the adequacy of the quality of the Licensee's training

program into question. PID 12061.

3. The Board erred in leaving undisturbed its conclusions

in the August 27, 1981, PID regarding the role of NRC examinations

in assuring operator competency. PID 12073-2074.

4. The Board erred in ruling that the substantive

quality of the NRC examination is beyond its jurisdiction.

PID 12366.

5. The Board erred in ruling that it lacked jurisdiction

in the question of the adequacy of NRC's licensed operator
.

testing. PID 12362.

6. The Board erred in finding that the cheating episodes

are not a reflection on upper level management's competence,

good intentions and efforts. PID 12400.

7. The Board erred in failing to find that Licensee's

training program was an inadequate response to the Commission's

Order of August 9, 1979. PID 12347.

8. The Board erred in failing to find that the Licensee's

training program is weak in content and ineffective in its

method of instruction. PID 12334.

9. The Board erred in failing to find that the TMI

operations staff was deeply compromised by the cheating.

. . . . . .
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* *
10. The Board erred in failing to reconsider its PID

of December 14, 1981, in light of the heavy reliance of that

PID on post-TMI procedures and operator training and competence

to assure public health and safety. PID 12408-2410, UCS

Comments on Report of the Special Master, May 18, 1982.

11. The Board erred in failing to withdraw authorization

for restart in light of the relationship between the record

of the reopened proceeding and the design and operational

safety issues covered by the PID of December 14, 1981. PID

12408-2410, UCS Comments, May 18, 1982.

Respectfully submitted,

b C
Ellyn R. Weiss -

Date: August 20, 1982 HARMON & WEISS

1725 I Street, N.W.
Suite 506
Washington, D.C. 20006

(202) 833-9070

Counsel for Union of
Concerned Scientists
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UN ITED STATI;S OF AMElt 1(*A
NUCl. EAR llEGUI,ATOltY COMMISSION

DEPO!!b T!!E ATOMIC SAFF.TY AND 1.l(*ENSING liOAHil

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) 1)o c k e t- Ilo . 50-2H9

) (!(en ta r t)
(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Station, Unit No. 1) )

I UNION OF CONCERNED SCIENTISTS COMMENTS
ON REPORT OF TIIE SPECIAI,MASTElt

,

Although the Union of Concerned Scientista did not

participate in the cheating hearings themselven, the scope and

nature of the Special Master's findinga raise fundamental

questions which undccmino many of the original findings

of the Board in the PID of December 14, 1981. Therefore,

UCS has an interest which is directly af fectcel by the Special

Mas ter's Report. We therefore offor the following comments

in support of the proposition that the iloard should adopt

the Special Master's Report and should reconsider and

withdraw portions of its PID of December 14, 1981, in light

of that Report.

As we will discuss below, the Board at many points in

the PID relied on post-TMI procedures and operator training

to resolve issues on which UCS had called for changes in

design in addition to the training and procedures. The

Board noted this generally:

1
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In Part II above we b.ive made many <leterminations-

favoring restart dependent upon improvements in the Tt4I-l* *

machinery, liowever it can be re.nlily obnerved that our
|determinations also depend very heavily upon correct

operator procedures essential to sa fety. Opcjg tors
whose competence has been ensured by ap[ roprutte training
which has been verified by NRC and company-administered
examinations are an inilTspensabfc element of nuclear
sa fety despite the m.iny_ improvemi ntn i n til an t, derli<1n . ,

(P1D, paragraph 2017, emphasis added)

In addition, at some points in the PID where operational

action was heavily relied upon to ensure the protection of

public health and safety, the Board explicitly noted that

the outcome of the cheatinq hearings could af fect its

decision. In particular, with respect to the Board's crucial

reliance on the so-called bleed-and-food mode of core

coo, ling, the Board stated:

We do not disagree with the UCS claim (proposed
finding % 35) that extensive training and well-conceived
procedures are required when the feed-and-bleed

I
cooling mode is relied upon to dissipate the heat

} from the core, but the complete record an it stands
to day supports the conclusion that these procedures
and training can be provided. However, we have reopened
the record in this proceeding to inquire into the
signigicance of the test cheating disclosures on the,
effectiveness of operator training. (PID, paragraph 625,
emphasis added)

Likewise, in rejecting the Sholly contention that the
.

procedures governing ECCS should be changed to avoid premature

operator defeat, the Board found that the TriI-l operators

have been provided with specific instructions and training

on the criteria for termination of ECCS. It further stated:

,

4
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"llowe ve r , this finding unsterscoien the :a l et / import.ance ot'
+ *

.

the reopened proceeding on the issue of cheatinq on operators
|

tes pr. and t.he reliability of t he opor a t or testing." (ptD,

paragraph 747).

There are, in addit ion, numeroun othet pa r t n o f the p i !>

where the Board did not explicitly roter to t.lio pending

cheat.ing procedures but which are nonet hele'in af feet.ed by the

Speci.il Master's findinos. They will be treated brelow.

The above are offered uimply as the c'eateat examplen of

Board findinan which are ol'viouuly callid in to quantion now

in order to e.stablish the relationship between the issuen

preused by UCS and the Special M.u: t e r ' s Report. -

The issues before the Special Manter were broad. (See

p10, paragraph 2014). The Hoard reser"ed jurisdiction

over those innues, observing:

The issues of Licennee'n management integrity,
i the_ quality of its ageratinq jyornonnel, itu abi1ity

to staff the facility adequately, its t.raininq and
testinq program and the NRC_groce::n by which the

,

operators would be tested and 1iconned, are a11 i rpo r t a n '.
iusues considered in this partial decision. (PID,
paragraph 2012, emphasin addedi

In addition to finding that many individual:, cheaten

on a Variety of tests administered by NRC and CPU, the

Special Master's Report contains findings which compel the

conclusion that the post-TMI piogram of operator training

relied upon so heavily to prevent another ar<ident and to

- - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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ensure that future accidents are controlled, cannot provide

the needed confidence that the TMI-2 lennons have been Icarned.

In their totality, his findings portray a training and

testing program which was incompeleatly administered by

both GPU and the NRC, for which the TMI operators showed

disdain, the content of which bore little relationship

to the skills needed to safely operate a reactor. (See e.g.,

paragraph 251, 287) Moreover, both NRC and GPU have

responded to this situation largely by retreating to their

trenches and proposing to do the minimum possibic. It is

apparent that the promises of neither can be relied upon

, as a basis for authorizing restart of this plant.
1

The OARP and ATTS examination were " management's

principal response to the deficiencies in training which

had been revealed by the accident at.TMI-2." (Special .

Master's Report, hereinafter "SMR", at paragraph 328) .

|
These programs constituted the Commission's fundamental

effort to meet tiie post-TMI-2 findings of such investigations

as the Presidential Commission, which were paraphrased by

the Special Master as follows:

The Komeny Commission found the operator training was
greatly deficient; that the depth of understanding was
far too shallow. It also found that the branch of NRC-
that minitored operator training was " weak and under-
staffed," and that NRC limited itself to "giving
routine exams." It concluded that no quantity of
" fixes" would cure the basic problem, which it found
to be the attitude of the people who were involved.

I

|

|
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13ccause the cheating incident occur red af ter the
Staff has responded to the Kemeny Commisnion and
promised to improve, what does the ponnibility of
laxity in the Staff's proceduren indicate about the
Staff's attitude? (SMR at paragraph 282)

The Special Master's Cindinys are that operator training
I

at TMI-l is still deficient, even in the precise particulars

singled out by the Kemeny Commission. 111al is, it in

shallow in that it concentrates on questions of particular

plant design which have nothing to do with an operator's

ability to solve either a forescen or un foreseen problem,

(SMR, paragraphs 247, 248, 287) it encourages, indcod requires,

memorization without either training or testing for understanding

(SMR paragraphs 249, 251)--indeed, even af ter an operator

had shown himself to lack understanding of an area by failing

to get a passing grade, the make-up instruction simply

force-fed him more rote memorization (SMR paragraph 251)--

and the program and its lax adm;nistration have engendered

a pervasive attitude of disrespect among GPU personnel who

did not take seriously either the licensco's obligation to

teach the subjects required by the Commission nor their

obligation to learn them. (SMR paragraph 246) The NRC is

still grossly understaffed three years after the above-

quoted observations of the Kemeny Commission, (SMR, paragraph
'

286) and is obviously still giving or sanctioning " routine"

exams of little value in measuring operator competence.

1
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Finally, the "at t it.ude" o f the people iiivolvedo cited
.

by the hemeny Commission as the cose of the problem, han
'

'not been cured. The 1.icensee, whiIe "ady enough wi t.h'

soothing assurances that it, will not repeat i t s pan t. mintaken,

displayed an attitude throughout thene proceediugn that

precludes confidence that those assurances can he relied

upon for so cr'icial a finding as that t.he training and

testing program provides assurance of operat or compet.ence.

Management must have known of the widespread diudain t.uward

the NRC exam (SMR, paragraph 328) yet pe rm i t te<1 it to continue.

Management still continued to deny that. the "looneness"* of

its administrat. ion of the program might account. for the fact

that the operators did not even know that they were cupposed

to do their own work on the make-up exams ( Smit , paragraph 329),

the entire operations st.aff was deeply compromised by the

cheating, (SMR, paragraph 325) the key management person

responsible for assuring health and safety at TMI-1, Mr. r<o s s

himself improperly expanded the annwer hey anel kept. the

praetor out of the room. ( Smit , paragraphs 137-178). It

should be noted in thi:, connection that even if the Licensing

Doard's version of the Ross incident in accepted over the

Special Master'n version, it still portrays the highent

level man inside the plant as "untruthfully bragging" to

the men under his supervision that he had "taken care" of

their problems with the exam.

*" Looseness," the word often used by the Special Ma*. tor
does not fully convey the seriousness of a nituatit,.
so remote from rea1 t.e s t i nq thot, for the <rucia1
make-up exam, the operat orn did niot e v eii kriow wine the r
they were supposed to do their own work. ( Smit ,
paragraph 329)

- - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _
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Whether t hi s brayq ing wan t rut hf ul <>r not (and we
'

believe that the Special Ma r: L e r ' s f indi nein ar e- a far more' *

credible construction of t.he event n con: ider inq the whole of

the record), it hardly displays an attitude that would

encourage respect for the training and ixamination program.

Indeed, it is entirely consistent with the findingn of

widespread disrespect in the men who servu onder Rons.

Perhaps most damning in t he t.i cen::ce ' n a'.titude toward

these hearings. The Uilson investigation a:. the hicen::ee 's

response to the a l leg a t- ionn o f chea t. i ng < in t' he - weekly

quizzes. (SMR, paragraph 314) Mr. Wilnoa, a GPU employe ,

eas presented by t he Licenuce at the hearinp. ar. an impartla1

investinator (Id.). lio w e v e r , far from presenting an impartial

investigation, he was an apologist for the company and for

the individual eheaters. lie presented only that evidence

which supported GPU's posit ion. (31. ) lli n t.en L i mony wan

" misleading" (Id.) and his " investigation" clearly an exercise

in fitting the tacts to a p reite t ermi ncti conclusion. '; hose

facts which did not support this coni:l us i on we rr- either

ignored or twisted. (SMR paragraphs 201-219, 334) The fact

that GPU ct a]d present. the Wiinon i e t i mony a:. a t.hu ro ug h
,

!

and impartial investigation, . uni ntand behind it even today,

is pethapn t. h e stcongest evidence t. h. i t iLn ct.r r en t a r,qu r.nico .
,

l
cannot Le re)ied upon. It mast be remenbered t.h.: t this in

I not the f i r s t. time that GPU has provided ansurance, that its

t raining and tes t i nei proIram would be improvid ' < > i ve r c >m..

|

|
- _ - .. -. -. .
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inadequacies. (SMR paragraph 250) Those annurances were
. .

not met. (M. ) Moreover, even if one were to make the leap

of faith and accept GPU's asnurancen, they are 1ittle more

than cosmetic. While the Licenuce has proposed the belated

adoption of some basic measures to " police" the exams such

as practoring, telling examinern whether the Le: t in open

or closed book, etc. (SMR, paragraph 250), it has not

directed itself at all to the underlying flaw in the program.

That flaw is that the program is related only tangentially

at best to the skills necessary to safely operate a nuclear

plant in the light of the lessons of TMI-2. (SMR, paragraphs

251, 287 ff.) Even if successfully policed and passed, the

pro' ram can be viewed only as certification of an operator'sg

ability to memorize certain rote facts like an automaton.

The last line of defense is the NRC Sta f f. If the

Licensee's assurances, taken in the light of its performance

to date, do not provide a basis for the findings necessary

for restart, the Board might look to the Staff. It is

manifest, however, that the Staff's policy and practices

cannot provide the confidence that is lacking from GPU.

For one thing, the Staff has throughout the other portions

of the proceeding supported the adequacy of the Licensee's

program. To the degree that the program is subntantively

deficient, as the Special Master documented (SMR, paragraphs

238-251, 284, 287), the Staff must be held accountable for

i

-
_ - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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approving it. Indeed, the Staf1 prepared the quentions
.

. .

which were so narrow and irrelevant. The St.i f f apparently

is still unable to understand these basic flaws in the

training and testing program.

The Special Master found that the administration,

grading and content of the NitC exams wa:; inadcquato.

(SMR paragraph 285) As to the administration of the tests,

the Staff was simply unaware that the same questions were

used week after week in make-up exams. (SMR, paragraph 281)

It decided deliberately to allow GPU to administer the

Catagory T tests--those specifically directed toward the

TMI-2 accident--and made no review of the way the penultimate

make-up was administered (3-4 hours of intense cramming,

followed directly by a test on the covered subjects).

(SMR, paragraph 281)

Perhaps most disturbing in its implications for the future

was the testimony of Mr. Collins, NRC's Chief of the Operator

Licensing Branch. Despite everything that has emerged

during this proceeding, and the Special Master's explicit

finding to the contrary (SMR, paragraph 266), Mr. Collins

quite incredibly continues to assert that nothing has indicated

any " laxness" on the Staff's part during the April 1981 exams.

(Id.) Mr. Collins, who himself graded the RO exams, never

detected the " obvious" cheating. (SMR, paragraph 267)

Under oath during the hearing, Mr. Collins professed not

. - - . --- - - .. -- -
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to know even at that date that the April exam had been.

., .

substantially unproctored. (SMR, paragraph 283) This

ignorance on the part of the man in charge of operator

training is truly remarkable given that any moderately

interested reader of the popular press knows about the lack

of proctoring. Mr. Collins is either inexplicably casual

about his duties or not forthright, or both. In either

case, the NRC Staff cannot be relied upon to ensure that

GPU's training and testing program meets the Commission's

Order or the lessons learned. (SMR, paragraphs 281-285)

This conclusion is further reinforced by the fact that

the Staff states that it is to this dat. understaffed.

(SMh paragraph 286) This requires the Staff to continue

to rely heavily on licensees. (SMR, paragraphs 286-287)

The Staff relied on GPU not only to provide answers to the

test qucstions, and to administer the Category T exams, but

also heavily relied upon Licensee's investigation of

cheating allegations. (See SMR, paragraphs 298-302) It

allowed management to sit in on interviews when it was

clear even 'Lo the Staff that this was impeding the investi-

gation. (SMR, paragraph 298). It dropped many leads during

the invcatigation for insufficient reason. (SMR, paragraphs

299-302) It never even read the crucial Trunk reports but

simply accepted without review the now-discredited exculpatory

interpretations of GPU's Wilson on all counts. This
,

! -n - - __ _
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record entabl i she: beyond doubt i h.:t t h :;i .i t f s it o - . o it ha ve-
,. ..

the resources an.1/or abi1ity t. o *:e t vi- a: an i inlop. nds n t

check oli the practices Ol' C l'll . flo reove r , i' in clear that

the " attitude" of the NitC identified oy t. he Kerneny ec,rnin i s n i on ,

whether traceable to lack of resources, to lack of independence

or to ineptitude, is still present.

In the light of this record, UCS believes that the Boar d

ntust conclude, as did the Special Manter, that the Cammi.ssion's

post-TM1-2 order with respect to operator I.ra t n i ng and tes t i:.y
h.u; not been riet. (SMR, paraqsaph 251) Th i :, a l e,ne preclud *

restart.

In addittun, the 130ard should review an<l withdraw its

favorable t indings in the l'ID on other issues intimately
related to the ef ficacy of operator training. These include

the following:

1. In connect ion wi t h UCS Cont.entions 1 and 2, the

Boar:1 held that while voiding sufficient to interrupt n a :. u ra l

etreulation is c: edible, the "etl u i pmen t , pr oceduren and

trainino" to ensure that the " core will never be uncovered,

a:. it was in TM1 .?," provide the necessary asuorance of

>rotectio;. of public health. (pID, paragraphs 617-6L8,

emphasis added.) On the recorti today, the Itoard cannot

reasonably find that the train ing unti proredure, make co r -

uncovery an unbelievable event.



-

2. Related to t he .ilove , the Itoa r d "did not clitarp,e"

with UCS that " extensive training and wel1-conceiv d
,* - .

procedurou are required when Lhe feed . uni-bieed < ool i re

mode is relied upon to diss ipat e t he hea t. Irom the e, , r i . . . ."

(PID, paragraph 625) While finding Ihat "Ihe complet.-

record as it stands today support:. Ihe conclusion that th'.

pr oceedures and t raining can be provided," the Itoard notid

: hat it han reopened the record " t.o inquire into t he . .ign,t.c. nee

of the cheating disclosure in t.he e f fect i venen:; of operator

training." (Id.)

The record could not now be ( lea r e r that ope r a t; > r

training at TMI-l is deeply cempromised. lle n ce , th re co: '

t.oday deus not support the conclusion that the nacuuuary

training for bleed-ai.d- feed han heen or can be p rov i d e,i .

The Board found that bleed-and-feed in a noresnary

back-up to emergency feedwater ..n a means of remov i ng dec :j

heat. (PID, paragraph 624) 1:me rgency feensater itself i :.

not sufficiently reliable. (PID, pa rag raph 1050) in

addition, bleeJ-and-feed has been relied upon to <umper.'.t

for unreliability in the non-safety equipment needed to

maintain natural circulation (prennorizer heatern, ut;;

tantention 3, PID paragraphn 752, 755). Thu :st a f f relie on

bleed-and-feed to meet regnirement.c of 10 cpl: 50.% tor

(ert.'in small break LOCA's. (P10, patagraph 948) I rniu. ci ,

bleed-and-feed assumed critical importance in thir, c.u. and

in the Board's decisien. In light of the tindinqn of
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of the Special Master, it is more clear th.ui < ve r

''' *
that this reliance was misplaced.

The Board found that GDC 34 and 35 require reliabic,

redundant systems for removing decay heat from the core.

(PID, paragraph 622) Those GDC were found by the Iscard to

be met by "The emergency feedwater synt.em, when backed up

by the feed-and-bleed mode o f IIPI . (PID, paragraph"
. . .

624, emphasis added) That finding must now be wi.thdrawn.

On the basis of the record, GDC 34 and 35 aro not met for

TMI-1.

3. On the issue of detection of inadequate core

cooling, (PID, paragraph 630 f f. ) , the Board authorized

restart without either a core water level measurement

system or any commitment by GPU toward obtaining one onf

the basis that current instrumentation can be combined

with new procedures and training "to assure that the operators

will recognize and respond to reactor coolant conditions

approaching and following saturation." (PID, paragraph 641, 647.

Sec 640-642 generally)

The Board found that in order to avoid onset of inadequate

core cooling, the Licensee has taken specific (and presumably

adequate) steps to ensure that the operators understand

the requirements for core cooling. (PID, paragraph 651)

These findings are now unjustified, particularly in

light of the Special Master's findings to the effect that

the training program focussed on rote memorization rather

than the sort of conceptual. understanding that is crucial to

.. .

- . . . . . .. _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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ensuring that an operator will diagnose and properly respond-
.<. ,

to an event so unusual as to threaten inadequare cooling.*

(SMR, paragraphs 242-248, 249, 251, 287) A: the Special

Master found, the examination may not in fact measurc [the

operators'] ability to operate the reactor safely." (GMR,

paragraph 287) In this respect, his ultimate finding is not

strong enough. Based on the evidence, the exam "does" not

measure that ability. The Board cannot allow the conclusion

to stand that current procedures "assare" that the operators

will, avoid inadequate core cooling. (PID, paragraph 653)

4. In connection with UCS's position that the safety

systems should be designed to prevent premature operator

terbination, Contention 10, the Board adopted GPU's

argument that such a design would impede the operator's

ability to cope with unforeseen events. (PID, paragraph

743) In so doing, the Board "again note (d) the importance

of operator training." (PID, paragraph 744) It summarized

its resolution of the issues as follows:

The Board recognizes that the UCS position, in
light of the specific instance of TMI-2 accident, has
merit. The Licensee has written procedures to assure
that the safety functions will proceed to completion
without unwarranted operator interference. The Licensee
strongly opposes a design which removes operator
intervention under any and all circumcmances. Their
position also has merit. Upon the record of this
hearing Licensee and Staff prevail. Ilowever, we also
note the extreme importance of adequate procedures
and thorough training of the operators. (PID, paragraph
746, emphasis added)

-
.

*Of course, it failed markedly even at the memorization
level. As an example, li could not on the stand state
the conditions for natural circulation, surely a crucial
post-TMI-2 concept. (SMR, paragraph 31, 242)

_
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In light of the Special Manter's f i nd i tuls , again

. . ..
particularly to the effect that the training and tenting

t

program did not guage the operator's abili ty to solve eithei

a " foreseen" or an " unforeseen" event (1:. g . , SM!t , paragraph

287), the Board must withdraw its finalings on this contention.

In addition, the Board should re-assenn that portion of the

evidence where UCS balanced the safety advantages of the

two positions, and particularly our explanation of the reasons

why it is unreasonable to expect operatorn to properly

diagnose and respond to events which have not been foreseen

by the designers, constructors or reviewers of the plant.

(UCS PF 276-285, Tr. 6423-6, 6463-4, Pollard)

In its resolution of the related Sholly contention,.

the Board " underscore [d] the safety importance of the

reopened proceeding on the issue of cheating on operators

tests and the reliability of the operator testing." (PID,

paragraph 747) This observation applies with equal force

to its resolution of the UCS Contention 10.

5. UCS Contention 3 called for the installation of

safety-grade pressurizer heaters. (PID, paragraph 748 ff.)

The Board held that the meaintenance of conditionn for natural

circulation was unnecessary since core cooling can be

accomplished using bleed-and-feed or by cooling down with a

" solid system" and controlling pressure with the llP1 system.

(PID, paragraphs 752-754) We have pointed out above that

i



______ __ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ ._ ,

the Special Master's findings f at al ly tuni< r m i ro: c' l i a rie,-

on bleed-and-feed.,,, ,

Heliance on couldown in a wa te r -r.ii l i il c<.odition i .s at

least et}ually risky. (See generally lit' I'F (, 5-70) :;ur b.

maneuvers have not only not yet been dem< ins t i a t ' d (Plo, !

3aragraph 755), but the record is inyond d i spu t.. t h. t. it

is extremely Jtificult to control i< C ' . pi t - .ir- in the :r.1 i rl ;

mede while making any i-haages whateves f*> the pl .m t cond i t i or.3.

( Tit . 8133, PolJard) Very smaiI temperator'- ' l . i n. ;. r ' oIt.

in large pressure fluctuations. (Id., 1. .r i '4' R %(>0,:''- 1

8083-5, B:azill) There is a tisk of t' l a s h i r.q t. t..m in

the RCS, thus interrupting natural c i . . u l o t i . .. i . or . :ha ' ! . r. : n<;

the PORV and/or safety valves. At low t.ei:.: . r o a . - t he r. -
.

15. a real risk of exceeding the limits on the r e a c t. o r

vessel. (TR. 8183, pollaru) ro example has t .ce n off< red

on this record, despite inquiry, of any car.e where commetelal.

plant has been taken from hot to cold shutdown in a water-

solid state throughout. (TR. 8187, Pollard: TP. h055-6, naz.11

and Keaten; TR. 8726-7, Je n rie n )

i These circumstances demaini t hat l'. .e recor ! ; o,;de
!

:trong evidence of the opera:or'. urn h t s t .in<! i n ; od high

1 eve 1 of Competence. 1L liia n i . ' ' S t l y ( l'.H ' ' . Ot>t. * !v : s' f f a t e , L t v. ..

Boatd ;hould wi t hdraw its findinsp. .m ( \ in t nt it u: 3 .W! tinl

in ta'.>r of UCS.

- ____ - _____ _ __ -
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6. UCS Contention 5 e.i l l . d toi a salet/ .ji.nh- Iq >i<v .'' - -

(P1D, parayraph 744 ff.) This :aine. . i t- Ieant t.wo c p ro : t.] on:. .

First, the Board held that, despite UUS'n evidence, the

PORV is not relied upon to provide protection ayainut
1

overpressure of the vessel at low tempi a t.u re opera ti ori, !

but is a back-up to operator action. (PID, paragraph i90)

The efficacy of relying on the operators to perform thi.s

critical function should be re-assen-ed. (See UCS PF l98-

207) Since pressure vessel rupt u re in an accident beyond

'he capability at ECCS to mi t iqat e , it i n e :t s enely i mpo r L .r.t.

to avoid. (Pollard, ff. TR. 90J7 at 5-IC, .> - 1 1 ) The PO R'/'

should be safety-grade even if this f u n c t. ion i:. considered

alone.

Second, the Board rejected UCS's argument that if

blaed-and-feed is to be relied upon, the PORV should be

safety-grade to perform the bleeding function. While the

Board re1ies on the safety va1ves to perform the bleeding

function--a finding which UCS believen to lx erroneous given

inter alia, that the sa fety valve. are not qualified for

this function (UCS PF 210, 21l) and that the opetators are

taught to use the POHV (UCS l'F J 0!!, 214)--the lu na rd in

.iny case notes "the import.uuc to .alety of the

feed-and--bleed mode us.ing the satety modo us ing t.he safety

salves." (PID, paragraph 701) Thun, the bleed-and-fced mude,

fo- which " extensive" and "well-conceived" procedurer, and

t r .i i r. i n g is tetuired, i t. .op i n r i t i ca l at thi:. p,> i n t in

the decision.
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7. The Itoard shoulel re .innen. i t n de n i.1 of t. h r - tinion
*** *

uf concerned Scientists Motion to inopen'the lh cor<t . . . of

September 10, 1981. The 11oa rd summa ri l y d i nm i r.sc,1 tv:S ' n

arguments-that a differing " technical basis" for 1.h e

testimony of the Martin Report .uithorn could I.e found in

the fact that they, in contrast to t.he sta f f wi tnesses,

made their recommendations on the basis of a detailed

investigation of the TMI-2 accident and judged that accident

in the light of many years of collective experience evaluating

the relationship between equipment failuren anc! operator
behavior. (See "Un ion o f concerned Sci ent ists comm< n ts

Subseq uen t to Preliminary llearing of March 18, 1982,

Congerling the " Martin Report", flarch 26, 1982, hereinafter

"UCS Comments")

In the context of the Special Master's broad indictment

o f the T:1I-l training and testing program, the Board should

review the UCS Comments and other filings on thi.s issue and,

reconsider its rulino, focussing on the extent to.which the

Marti n Report reconm.endationn whicii agreed wi th UCS were

grounded time and again in the principle that the plant

should be designed to minimi:e the demands on opera' ora,

particularly in the midst of an accident. See, e.g. UCS

Comments at 9-10 regarding t he danger of solid-water operation;

12-13 regarding need to make the PORV safety grade: 13-14

regarding an ESFAS " lock-in" procedure to allow the operator

to objectively review his situation and prevent erroneoon

response; 15-16, if instrumentation is beneticial to operatura,
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it should be safety grade so it e.i n l >< - ivlind on.
.... The current circumstaneen atitue ;t r on<l l y for making the

operator's task as clear, unambiguoun and simple- an possible.
<

Conclusion

UCS has not reviewed the entise PiD,_but on1y thone

portions dea'ing directly with the issues which it pursued.
!

The re fore , UCS has not identi fied al1 places .it which the

PID's conclusiens are significantly dependent upon a finding,
..
.

iceli ci t or explicit, that operator training and new procedures
satisfactorily address the isnues in t.his proceeding. We

believe that that task is the Board's. Ilowever, based upon

the review that UCS has done and the argumentu made above,
-,

i

the Beard should immediately withdraw its authorization of

the restart o f TMI-1.
.

By
_ d"__ __." _

l:11yn Rwde,_ssl

! Dated: May 18, 1982 Counsel for the Union
of Concerned Scientists

i

II AltMON & WI:lSS
I

! 1725 1 Street, fl . W.
Suite 506
Wanh i ner t on , D.C. 20006

(202) U33-9070
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